Relationship, Sex and Health
Education (RSHE) – Parent
Consultation
Autumn 2020

Welcome

•Introductions
•Expectations of meeting

Objectives
• To explain the requirement of the Relationship, Sex and
Health Education.
• To reassure parents that their views are important and
needed in the formulation of the policy for this subject.
• To share RSHE resources and unit plans we will be
using at Park.
• To clarify some of the misinformation regarding the
RSHE curriculum.

Statutory requirements
• Relationships Education and Health Education is
mandatory from September 2020 for all primary
schools in England. The new regulations passed
in April 2019.
• Sex Education is not compulsory until Secondary
school. At Park we teach this in Year 6 during the
Summer term. A meeting is held with parents to
share the lesson plans and resources that will be
used to teach Sex Education. It is taught by
trained staff and in gender groups. Permission is
given by parents before lessons are taught.

Equality Act 2010
Public Sector Equalities Duty 2014
Relationships and Health Education compulsory from September 2020.
New regulations passed in April 2019
1.9 It is unlawful for a school to discriminate against a pupil or prospective pupil by
treating them less favourably because of their: sex, race, disability, religion or belief,
sexual orientation, gender reassignment, pregnancy or maternity (DfE 2014, p8)
1.7 If a school treats bullying [against any of the groups outlined previously] less seriously
… then it may be guilty of unlawful discrimination (DfE 2014, p8)
3.27 Teaching should be based on facts and should enable pupils to develop an understanding of
how the law applies to different relationships. Teachers must have regard to statutory guidance
on sex and relationship education (now RSHE), and to meet duties under equality and human
rights law (DfE. 2014)

All Schools must have a RSHE Policy
Newham schools have received support and guidance from the Borough to produce a school policy.
The Borough has had extensive consultation on RSHE policy including the following:
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Parents
- Consultation with 30 Governors who are Newham parents
LGBT+ community
- Individuals, groups and teachers who identify as LGBT+
Councilors
- Briefing and consultation with around 30
Teachers
- 80+ attended training, 55 attended Network Meetings
Other places
- Birmingham, Redbridge and Tower Hamlets
Governors & trustees - around 60 attended training at Education Space
Faith groups
- 20 survey monkey responses and meeting held with 30 Imams
SACRE
- 19 different individuals representing
Muslims
Sunni and Shia
Christians
Catholic and protestant
Hindu
Buddhist
Jewish
Sikh
Humanist
Children
Estimated numbers 180 pupils
SEND educational services
DfE and Ofsted
Head Teachers including Nursery Head Teachers
Young peoples’ Sexual health services

Why is RSHE important?

Our children are growing up in an increasingly complex world with
new opportunities, but also new challenges. We as a school want
our pupils to flourish in the world they find themselves and to work
hard throughout all curriculum areas in order to give them the
skills and knowledge they need to help prepare them for life.
RSHE teaching is an important part of equipping our pupils for life
in 21st century Britain, enabling them to embrace diversity, helping
them to make the most of technology; understand the importance
of, and develop the skills which lead to them being able to sustain
healthy and strong relationships.

R(S)HE is comprised of three main strands
HEALTH AND WELLBEING - physical wellbeing, mental
health, ourselves, growing and changing, keeping safe
LIVING IN THE WIDER WORLD - responsibilities,
communities, media and digital resilience, economic well
being, aspirations, career
RELATIONSHIPS - families and close positive
relationships, caring friendships, respectful relationships,
online relationships, being safe

Statutory Relationships Education
What Pupils will learn?
Accept and respect diversity among others and foster a positive approach to
differences.
Characteristics of healthy family life and that other people’s families sometimes
look different from theirs. (Families can include for example, single parent families,
LGBT parents, families headed by grandparents, adoptive parents, foster parents
and carers amongst other structures).
What makes a healthy relationship, and how to build strong, respectful
relationships with others in their life, e.g. family, friends, colleagues
Recognise if relationships are making them feel unhappy and unsafe, and how to
seek help if needed.
Rules and principles for keeping safe online.

Why teach it?
In such an ever-changing world where young people are exposed to so much online,
they need to be taught how to be safe and healthy, and how to manage their
academic, personal and social lives in a positive way.

Statutory Health Education
What Pupils will learn?
Characteristics of good physical health and mental wellbeing.

How to make good decisions about their own health and wellbeing.
To recognise issues in themselves and others, and to seek support as
early as possible when issues arise.
Changing adolescent body (Taught in Year 5)
Digital detox and the risks of excessive use of electronic devices.
How to stay safe online and equipped to manage common difficulties
encountered online.

Why teach it?
A firm foundation in the benefits and characteristics of good health and
wellbeing will enable teachers to talk about isolation, loneliness,
unhappiness, bullying and the negative impact of poor health and wellbeing.

How will RSHE be taught at Park?
We will be teaching RSHE which will be embedded within our PSHE curriculum using
a comprehensive scheme of work called Jigsaw. Relationship education will be taught in
Spring term whilst Changing Me will be taught in Summer term. Elements of sex education
will only be taught in year 6, whilst puberty will be taught in year 5.

Reception

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

Part of PSE development:
Focus on making friendships, positive
relationships and play with others.
Focus on self confidence and
speaking with others.
Looking at variety of families
understanding that everyone is
different.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

Physical part of PSE development:
Health and self care:
● Toilet
● dressing
● when they are hungry and tired and
how this can affect our mood.
Safety: scissors and forest school

Growth - spring term
● linked to how we change.
Growing Story - Book.
This helps to understand that we grow
and change and so do others.

Year 1

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

We begin by talking about different families and types of
families. Children draw comparisons between an alien
planet and ours. We look at family variety.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

We feel it is an important aspect of safeguarding children
that they are aware of the names of our body parts.
We use extra materials such as NSPCC Pants - the idea
being the parts in our underwear are private. The correct
terminology for body parts is important we will never use
words wich a related to sex - words such as penis and vulva
(exteria body part).

Year 2

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

Wide variety or resources
with aim to speak about a
variety of families rather
than the aim of talking
about only one type of
family.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

We feel it is an important aspect of safeguarding children
that they are aware of the names of our body parts.
We use extra materials such as NSPCC Pants - the idea
being the parts in our underwear are private. The correct
terminology for body parts is important we will never use
words wich a related to sex - words such as penis and vulva
(exteria body part).

Year 3

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

Wide variety or resources
with aim to speak about a
variety of families rather
than the aim of talking
about only one type of
family.

A large focus on friendships and
being a citizen in society.
Also a focus with online safety.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

This is very
similar to the
year 2
curriculum. But
we begin to look
at the changes
to our bodies
(not puberty
specifically)

We feel it is an important aspect of safeguarding children
that they are aware of the names of our body parts.
We use extra materials such as NSPCC Pants - the idea
being the parts in our underwear are private. The correct
terminology for body parts is important we will never use
words wich a related to sex - words such as penis and vulva
(exteria body part).

Year 4

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

A lot of work is done with online safety in year 4 and a focus
around friendships and what makes a good friend; the differences
between online friends and real friends.
Family is spoken about but is embedded in the curriculum so that
children become aware of different families.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

We look at how change affects
us. Could be family change or
world change.
We look at physical changes to
our bodies for 1 lesson and
begin to discuss puberty as a
change. The basics of the
menstrual cycle.

Changes
Is change good?
Do we always have control?
How does change influence our actions?

Year 5

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

A lot of work is done with online safety in year 5 (building on year
4) and a focus around friendships and what makes a good friend;
the differences between online friends and real friends.
Family is spoken about but is embedded in the curriculum so that
children become aware of different families.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

Follows on from year 4 puberty, this is revisited and we look to explain that both boys and girls change and
this is normal.
We also look at self and body image and try to look at our worth.
Reproduction of humans is not taught in year 5 - reproduction of mammals/ animals is taught as part of
the science curriculum.

Year 6

Examples of resources - teaching Relationship Education

Mental health
becomes an important
part of the learning in
year 6. It is explained
and developed
comparable to
physical health.

A lot of work is done with online safety in year 6 (building on year
5) and a focus around friendships and what makes a good friend;
the differences between online friends and real friends.
Family is spoken about but is embedded in the curriculum so that
children become aware of different families.

Examples of resources - teaching Changing Me

Builds on puberty from year 5 and also the changes our
bodies undertake.
1 lesson is taught on human reproduction. This is the lesson
which parents can choose to withdraw children from.
Before we teach this lesson we invite parents in to discuss
this lesson to allow you to make the right choice for your
child.

The aims of RSHE mirrors the three statutory
aims of the National Curriculum, to enable all
young people to become:
• successful learners who enjoy learning, make
progress and achieve
• confident individuals who are able to live safe,
healthy and fulfilling lives
• responsible citizens who make a positive
contribution to society

Myths
Myth 1. ‘Schools are teaching children to have sex’
As part of RSHE in some primary schools and as part of science in all secondary
schools, children and young people are taught about human reproduction, but
schools are not teaching or encouraging children or young people to have sex.
Schools are giving them the skills and knowledge to make intelligent healthy
decisions when they do decide to have sex, in line with their own morality, beliefs and
their aspirations for their future. Research has shown (Sell 2019) that school is seen
as a trusted source of RSHE for young people. It is important to give them the tools
which mean they have the confidence and knowledge to say no to sex, or yes, or not
now, maybe in the future. For some that may not be until they are married or much
later in their life.
Myth 2. ‘Schools are teaching children to masturbate’
We have had a leaflet handed out at schools in Newham saying this was
happening. The organisation when challenged admitted they had no evidence this
was going on in Newham and have now changed their leaflet and website
accordingly. However, schools may talk about wet dreams and erections as part of
puberty, especially for the boys who may become aware of these changes to their
bodies but in year 6.

Myths continued…
Myth 3. ‘No-one considers a pupil’s religious beliefs when teaching RSHE’
Schools should be mindful of all their pupils’ backgrounds when teaching RSHE, whatever
that may be. Newham, because of our commitment to respecting differing faith groups, as
well as other backgrounds our pupils may have, has employed, as its RSHE advisor,
someone who has completed an extensive research study, using the voices of young
people to explore what constitutes good quality, faith- and student-sensitive RSHE. This
research, carried out at UCL Institute of Education, fits well with the borough’s commitment
to faith-sensitive and student-sensitive RSHE and informs the borough’s plans and training
concerning RSHE. It is important that whilst faith is respected and also talked about in
RSHE, so are other belief systems, and RSHE should be sensitive to pupils or students
from all differing backgrounds.

Myth 4. ‘Schools are promoting LGBT+ relationships’
Schools should not be advocating LGBT+ relationships over any other relationship.
However, they will be talking about LGBT+ relationships and families in an age-appropriate
way in RSHE. All people and loving families, including those who are LGBT+, have much
to give society. Schools have a duty to present modern British society and educate children
and young people about diversity, inclusion, and equality for all groups, including faith
groups, as mentioned in the Equality Act 2010. Pupil- and student-sensitive RSHE can also
be used to make sure other children and young people from minority groups not mentioned
in the 2010 Act are included and valued too; children such as looked after children.

Myths continued…
Myth 5. ‘Schools are sexualising children at too young an age’
Schools need to think carefully about what they teach children and young people, making sure it is
age appropriate. Knowing the context of our pupils’ lives, what they see and hear around them, as
well as keeping them safe, are big drivers for schools.
Safeguarding children and young people is a very important element of RSHE. An example of how
schools can help children express themselves clearly is the use of accepted shared language, the
words ‘vulva’ and ‘penis’ as external organs do not lead to a child understanding a sexual act, but
does give them an easily understood, common vocabulary should they need to explain something
in everyday life or something that has happened to them that they did not like. Parents/carers are of
course able to use family names for various parts of their body at home, but in schools ‘proper’ or
scientific words will be used.

Next Steps
❖ Parent questions and comments will be taken
into account when finalising the RSHE policy.
❖ Parent consultation outcome will be shared
with school governors, who will make the final
decision regarding RSHE policy.
❖ Agreed RSHE policy will be shared with staff
and
parents as well as made available on the school
website.

Thank you

